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Abstract

Cross-lingual summarization is a challenging001
task for which there are no cross-lingual sci-002
entific resources currently available. To over-003
come the lack of a high-quality resource, we004
present a new dataset for monolingual and005
cross-lingual summarization considering the006
English-German pair. We collect high-quality,007
real-world cross-lingual data from Spektrum008
der Wissenschaft, which publishes human-009
written German scientific summaries of En-010
glish science articles on various subjects. The011
generated Spektrum dataset is small; there-012
fore, we harvest a similar nature dataset from013
Wikipedia Science Portal to complement it.014
The Wikipedia dataset consists of English and015
German articles, which can be used for mono-016
lingual and cross-lingual summarization. Fur-017
thermore, we present a quantitative analysis018
of the datasets and results of empirical ex-019
periments with several existing extractive and020
abstractive summarization models. The re-021
sults suggest the viability and usefulness of the022
proposed dataset for monolingual and cross-023
lingual summarization.024

1 Introduction025

The summarization research has recently shifted026

from monolingual summarization (MS) to cross-027

lingual summarization (CLS) (Ouyang et al., 2019;028

Duan et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2019). However, due029

to the absence of real cross-lingual datasets, recent030

CLS studies (Shen et al., 2018; Ouyang et al., 2019;031

Zhu et al., 2019; Pontes et al., 2020) are conducted032

on existing monolingual news datasets and off-the-033

shelf machine translation (MT) systems which per-034

haps introduce noise into pseudo-cross-lingual sum-035

marization (PCLS) data. As these CLS studies rely036

on only news data, the trained summarization mod-037

els may not work well for other domains such as038

scientific texts. Although some efforts have been039

made for investigating the MS task on scientific pa-040

pers (Vadapalli et al., 2018b; Nikolov et al., 2018;041

Cohan et al., 2018; Dangovski et al., 2019); how- 042

ever, there is no study on scientific text for CLS to 043

date. Another aspect of consideration is that most 044

CLS studies intend to generate the summaries in 045

English from a local language but not vice versa to 046

facilitate the local readers. 047

This paper aims to address the issue by de- 048

veloping a summarization dataset containing sci- 049

entific texts of the English-German language 050

pair from two resources, Spektrum der Wis- 051

senschaft (SPEKTRUM) and Wikipedia Science Por- 052

tal (WSP). The paper explores the CLS task by 053

using scientific English documents to generate 054

German summaries for the local readers. To 055

the best of the authors’ knowledge, the collected 056

WSP or WIKIPEDIA dataset represents the largest 057

CLS dataset of the English-German pair so far. We 058

believe that the novel WIKIPEDIA dataset encour- 059

ages new avenues of research in the less explored 060

areas of CLS. 061

Contributions: This paper has a multi-fold con- 062

tribution, including data collection, dataset gener- 063

ation, statistical analysis of the datasets, and an 064

empirical evaluation of MS and CLS. We collect 065

our primary dataset from SPEKTRUM, consisting of 066

1,510 English science articles with human-written 067

German summaries. In addition, we propose a 068

novel scoring method, which validates the data 069

present in the SPEKTRUM dataset before data ex- 070

traction. To complement the SPEKTRUM dataset, 071

we harvest our second dataset from WSP, contain- 072

ing 51,312 English and German science articles. 073

The collection of data from two different resources 074

presents diversity in the written text and topics. It is 075

worth noting that the WIKIPEDIA dataset can also 076

be used for MS, which makes it distinguishable 077

from existing datasets. We perform a detailed sta- 078

tistical analysis of the dataset that highlights the in- 079

teresting patterns. Furthermore, we conduct an em- 080

pirical evaluation with several extractive baselines 081

and existing abstractive summarization models to 082
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validate the usability of our dataset for MS and083

CLS. Moreover, linguistic quality is evaluated on084

a subset of the output summaries of the MS and085

CLS experiments by human judges.086

2 Related Work087

2.1 Wikipedia Summarization Datasets088

Researchers generally believe that WIKIPEDIA is089

a viable source for data collection, and generat-090

ing summaries of WIKIPEDIA text is a challenging091

task.092

2.1.1 Monolingual Datasets093

WIKIPEDIA has been widely used for the creation094

of MS datasets such as English multi-document095

summarization (Zopf et al., 2016; Antognini and096

Faltings, 2020; Ghalandari et al., 2020), English097

and German single and multi-document summa-098

rization (Hättasch et al., 2020), and German single-099

document summarization (Frefel, 2020). As these100

datasets are designed for MS, it makes them inade-101

quate for cross-lingual evaluation.102

2.1.2 Multilingual Datasets103

The TAC MultiLing shared task is held biennially104

(2011-15) for multilingual multi-document sum-105

marization (Giannakopoulos et al., 2011; Gian-106

nakopoulos, 2013; Giannakopoulos et al., 2015).107

These corpora are composed of English Wikinews108

and translated into 9 languages. The final corpus109

(MultiLing'15) size is 1500 documents in total for110

all languages. Ladhak et al. (2020) also create111

a multilingual dataset named WikiLingua from112

WikiHow in 18 languages. However, the author113

conducted experiments to generate English sum-114

maries from non-English articles. Although these115

datasets are multilingual, they are non-scientific,116

thus cannot be used for cross-lingual evaluation of117

the scientific texts. Moreover, the small size of the118

MultiLing makes it difficult to use for cross-lingual119

neural models.120

2.2 Scientific Summarization Datasets121

Kim et al. (2016) build a dataset of introduction-122

abstract pairs from ARXIV papers for abstractive123

summarization. Vadapalli et al. (2018b,a) collect a124

parallel corpus of 87K pairs of research paper titles,125

abstracts and corresponding blog titles for title gen-126

eration. Nikolov et al. (2018) create two datasets127

from scientific articles, abstract-title pairs from128

MEDLINE for title generation and body-abstract129

pairs from PUBMED for abstract generation. Cohan130

et al. (2018) also collect a scientific dataset from 131

ARXIV (194K) and PUBMED (216K) articles for ab- 132

stractive summarization. Dangovski et al. (2019) 133

create a corpus of 60K science articles from Sci- 134

enceDaily for summary generation. The datasets 135

mentioned above consist of scientific papers, but 136

all of them were made for MS, which makes them 137

unsuitable for cross-lingual evaluation. 138

2.3 Cross-lingual Summarization Datasets 139

Zhang et al. (2016) perform cross-lingual multi- 140

document sentence summarization for the English 141

and Chinese language pair. They use the LDC news 142

dataset and Google translators to get the parallel 143

sentence pairs. Nguyen and Daumé III (2019) 144

collect a dataset from descriptions of news arti- 145

cles from Global Voices in 15 languages. A few 146

researchers work with MT and existing monolin- 147

gual datasets to achieve the goal of CLS. Pontes 148

et al. (2020) perform cross-lingual multi-sentence 149

compression for the English-French pair. They 150

use the MultiLing'11 dataset for the French lan- 151

guage. The dataset is translated with Google trans- 152

late to generate the English counterpart. Ouyang 153

et al. (2019) propose a Translate-then-Summarize 154

(TRANS-SUM) based CLS model for an inherent 155

monolingual NYT dataset. They use the round-trip 156

translation (RTT) method to convert the English 157

dataset into Somali, Swahili, and Tagalog and then 158

into noisy English. Zhu et al. (2019) also apply on 159

RTT for CLS considering the English-Chinese lan- 160

guage pair. There is limited prior work of CLS by 161

using translation corpus during training. Shen et al. 162

(2018); Duan et al. (2019) perform the cross-lingual 163

headline generation and sentence summarization 164

for the English-Chinese language pair. They use the 165

English Gigaword corpus along with the English- 166

Chinese translation corpus for training. 167

Despite these studies focused on CLS, there is no 168

real cross-lingual dataset except for MultiLing and 169

WikiLingua. The datasets are, however, limited 170

in scope and cannot be used for our experiments. 171

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no 172

real dataset created with the sole purpose of cross- 173

lingual abstractive summarization of scientific text. 174

3 Dataset Construction 175

3.1 Spektrum Data 176

SPEKTRUM is the German equivalent of the “Scien- 177

tific American”, which began publishing in 19781. 178

1Spektrum.de/das-innere-spektrum
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The SPEKTRUM magazine is one of the divisions of179

Springer Nature publishing group. It is published180

on a monthly basis and covers many core areas of181

science, such as archaeology, astronomy, biology,182

chemistry, etc. The SPEKTRUM science journalists183

comprehensively present complex English scien-184

tific research to non-scientist common readers in a185

local language (German). SPEKTRUM is therefore186

viewed as a mediator between scientific publica-187

tions and the general public.188

3.1.1 Data Collection189

We have formally contacted and requested190

SPEKTRUM to release their data for the research191

purpose. In response to our request, we have meet-192

ings with SPEKTRUM’s managing director and head193

of digital production. As a result, we have received194

a subset of SPEKTRUM data in XML format. The re-195

leased SPEKTRUM raw data contains German sum-196

maries and URLs to their source documents. It197

consists of 20,556 summaries for the period of De-198

cember 2000 to February 2019. To process the data,199

we develop an XML parser that parses the ids, dates,200

titles, keywords, summaries, and URLs. In some201

cases, the provided summaries have only one URL202

associated with them, while in others, there can be203

multiple URLs. Multiple URLs make detecting and204

extracting source articles challenging.205

Further discussion with SPEKTRUM and manual206

inspection of a subset of data indicate that there207

is only one source URL, and the remaining links208

are for further reading. Before finding the source209

URLs, all URLs to social media platforms (Face-210

book, Twitter, YouTube), German websites and211

non-functional links are filtered out. As a result of212

filtering, only 5,590 instances are left with func-213

tional URLs. Upon further inspection, it is discov-214

ered the functional URLs are either PDF or HTML215

links.216

For the instances with PDF links, the extraction217

of the source article is straightforward. A script218

is written for PDF URLs to download, extract and219

parse the text from the articles. We use Beautiful220

Soup2 for extraction, and Tika3 for parsing the text.221

For the instances with multiple HTML links, we222

devise a novel two-step scoring method to find223

the best-fitting URLs consisting of scientific struc-224

ture scoring and keyword matching scoring. Sci-225

entific Structure: This method checks the structure226

2Pypi/Beautifulsoup
3Pypi/Tika

of text for scientific headings - Abstract, Introduc- 227

tion, Results, Discussion, References and Acknowl- 228

edgements. The score ranges between 0 to 6 by 229

assigning one point for each heading present in 230

the text. The URLs that score four or higher are 231

selected by assuming that a scientific article has 232

at least four of the six headings. To further vali- 233

date the selected URLs, a keyword matching scor- 234

ing method is applied. Keyword Matching: This 235

method uses the parsed German keywords from raw 236

SPEKTRUM data and the English title of the HTML 237

page to calculate a ratio for matched keywords. The 238

German keywords are translated into English via 239

Google translate4. The ratio of matched keywords 240

is defined as the total number of keyword occur- 241

rences in page title divided by the total number of 242

German keywords. The URLs with positive scores 243

were selected for the extraction. After the scoring, 244

the HTML pages are downloaded via the module 245

request and extracted with Beautiful Soup2. The 246

final extracted instances from PDF and HTML links 247

are 3,554 in total with their German summaries. 248

3.1.2 Manual Cleaning 249

After the extraction, the English articles are further 250

manually inspected to filter the incomplete extrac- 251

tions, garbage text, texts other than English, and 252

shorter than the German summary. We manually 253

cleaned the data by two annotators over a period of 254

two weeks. Following manual cleaning, the final 255

data consists of 1,510 English articles and German 256

summaries written by experts in science journal- 257

ism. 258

Furthermore, the data is preprocessed for lower 259

case conversion, word and sentence tokenization 260

with NLTK toolkit5. The markup tags are used to 261

preserve the structural information on the section 262

and sentence level. The final version of the dataset 263

is stored in JSON format. Unfortunately, this data 264

is insufficient to train the summarization models. 265

Therefore, we decided to collect a similar nature 266

cross-lingual dataset from WIKIPEDIA. Moreover, 267

SPEKTRUM data cannot be published due to the 268

magazine’s policies. 269

3.2 Wikipedia Data 270

WIKIPEDIA is considered a reliable source for 271

mono- and multi-lingual data acquisition (An- 272

tognini and Faltings, 2020; Ghalandari et al., 2020; 273

Hättasch et al., 2020; Frefel, 2020). As well as 274

4Pypi/Googletrans
5Pypi/Nltk
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maintaining a consistent format for the articles6,275

data is available in several forms for researchers, in-276

cluding data dumps, databases, DBpedia and WIKI-277

API7. These features make WIKIPEDIA an ideal278

source for cross-lingual summarization data. As a279

result, we select WSP for scientific cross-lingual280

data collection. The WSP is a popular, crowd-281

sourced science encyclopedia available in many282

languages and is enormous in volume (≈6M arti-283

cles in English and 2.4M in German). Numerous284

articles cover various topics such as biology, agri-285

culture, technology, linguistics, and so on.286

3.2.1 Data Collection287

Figure 1 illustrates the process of collecting mono-288

lingual and cross-lingual data from WIKIPEDIA.289

The Figure 1 shows how English and German ar-290

ticles are connected as well as how they are split291

to form summaries (lead) and texts. According to292

WIKIPEDIA’s guidelines8, the lead is the first para-293

graph of an article that summarizes it. Note that294

WIKIPEDIA lead is different from a news-style lead295

or “lede”.296

WIKI-API9 is used for data collection which pro-297

vides an efficient way for extracting an article from298

a given category, getting existing inter-language299

links for that article, and extracting sections of that300

article. Before extraction, the following steps are301

taken to collect valid data. (i) A list of science sub-302

categories is generated from the main categories.303

(ii) This list is further processed to generate another304

list of English and German articles titles. In total,305

there were 238,766 titles from various science sub-306

categories. (iii) The title list is further checked to307

find empty titles for both languages. The empty308

condition is: if the lead is absent, only the lead is309

present, or only the title is present. Such titles are310

removed from the list. (iv) Finally, the updated list311

is used to extract the original articles.312

The extracted data is preprocessed to remove313

the noise and white spaces. The data is converted314

into lower case and then tokenized for words and315

sentences with the NLTK toolkit5. The markup tags316

are used to preserve the structural information on317

the section and sentence level. The final version318

of the dataset is stored in JSON format. The final319

dataset will be released under the Creative Com-320

mons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License321

6Wikipedia/Manual_of_Style
7Wikimedia/Research:Data
8Wikipedia/Manual_of_Style/Lead_section
9Pypi/Wikiapi

Figure 1: WIKIPEDIA data collection

for the summarization community. 322

3.2.2 Manual Verification 323

The majority of corpus construction studies (An- 324

tognini and Faltings, 2020; Ladhak et al., 2020; 325

Frefel, 2020) have omitted the manual verification 326

of collected data due to its complexity. Only Hät- 327

tasch et al. (2020) performed human verification on 328

a subset of 39 summaries from three different parts 329

of the dataset (Harry potter, English and German 330

Star Wars) for one parameter of interest. For cross- 331

lingual science articles, manual verification poses 332

different challenges such as it requires bilingual 333

comprehension of various scientific topics. 334

To verify the cross-lingual mappings, we ran- 335

domly select 20 articles from cross-lingual data. 336

The articles with German summaries are given to 337

two native German speakers (judges) who are also 338

fluent in English. They are asked to evaluate the 339

German summaries based on two different parame- 340

ters, i.e., (i) relevance and (ii) length. The relevance 341

determines if the German summary is related to the 342

English article, and if not, it is given a score of zero. 343

The length refers to how long or short a summary 344

is. Summaries that are long are given a score of 345

one. Zero is assigned to short summaries (one to 346

two sentences). Considering the length parame- 347

ter is important because our final objective is to 348

summarize the SPEKTRUM dataset, and we want to 349

have a similar dataset. In terms of relevance, both 350

judges agreed that German summaries are relevant 351

to English articles. For the length, the sample Ger- 352

man summaries get an average score of 0.74 with a 353

substantial agreement (Fleiss’s κ = 0.76) between 354

judges. It is worth noting that short summaries 355

(≈25%) make the data challenging as such short 356

summaries are used in extreme summarization (Ca- 357

chola et al., 2020). 358

3.3 Final Dataset 359

The extracted English and German articles are used 360

to create the following sets. 361
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WIKIPEDIA SPEKTRUM
EN-TEXT EN-SUM DE-SUM EN-TEXT DE-SUM

TRAIN/VAL/TEST TRAIN/VAL/TEST TRAIN/VAL/TEST TEST TEST

Total vocabulary 22M/2.7M/2.7M 3.4M/.4M/.4M 2.9M/.3M/.3M 1M .4M

Total words 64M/8M/7.9M 5.7M/.7M/.7M 4M/.5M/.5M 4.3M .6M

Avg. words/doc 1572/1562/1542 139/140/140 100/101/101 2337 361
Standard deviation 1961/1935/1906 110/114/112 92/109/124 1510 250
Total sentences 2.5M/.3M/.3M .2M/.03M/.03M .2M/.02M/.02M .19M .03M

Avg. sentences/doc 61/61/60 06/04/06 05/05/06 102 69
Standard deviation 76/74/72 06/05/04 05/06/08 17 13
Compression ratio − 20/20/20 17/18/17 − 30

Table 1: Statistics of the final version of the dataset.

1. W-MS - WIKIPEDIA monolingual dataset con-362

sisting of English texts and corresponding En-363

glish summaries.364

2. W-CLS - WIKIPEDIA cross-lingual dataset365

containing English texts and corresponding366

German summaries.367

3. S-CLS - SPEKTRUM manually corrected test368

set consisting of English texts and correspond-369

ing German summaries.370

4 Dataset Statistics371

4.1 Overview372

Table 1 provides statistics for the final version373

of the monolingual and cross-lingual datasets for374

train, val(idation), and two test sets (WSP and375

SPEKTRUM). There are pairs of text and summary376

in each set. Total articles are 41,049 (80%) in the377

train, 5,131 (10%) in the val, 5,132 (10%) in the378

W-CLS and 1,510 in the S-CLS test sets.379

Table 5 in Appendix A presents a comparison380

of the proposed dataset with some of existing sum-381

marization datasets. Based on our observations,382

our datasets differ from existing datasets in various383

aspects, particularly cross-linguality.384

4.2 Compression Ratio385

The compression ratio is defined as the word ra-386

tio between a text and its summary (Grusky et al.,387

2018). Table 1 presents the compression ratio of388

English and German summaries. An English sum-389

mary is typically 20% as long as an English text,390

and a German summary is 17.5% as long as an391

English text. It is important to note that while both392

languages belong to the Germanic family, they dif-393

fer in inflection and compound words. Therefore,394

judging from these averages, it is difficult to deter-395

mine whether English summaries are in fact longer396

than those in German.397

1-g 2-g 3-g 4-g 5-g
Train 24.6 69.3 87.6 92.1 93.0
Val 24.5 69.1 87.4 91.9 92.7
Test 24.7 69.4 87.5 92.1 92.9

Table 2: Percentage of novel n-grams in
W-MS summaries.

4.3 Novel N-grams in Summaries 398

Table 2 presents the percentage of n-grams in the 399

summaries that do not appear in the corresponding 400

text for W-MS. The percentage of novel n-grams 401

in the summaries serves as a measure of their ab- 402

stractiveness. Approximately 25% of the summary 403

unigrams for the train, val, and test sets are novel. 404

The train, val, and test sets have almost 70% novel 405

bigrams. The percentage of novel n-grams also 406

increases as n (1−5) increases and reaches up to 407

93% for 5-grams. Furthermore, the Table 2 shows 408

that the summaries have more novel words in them 409

and that the dataset tends to be abstractive. 410

5 Experiments 411

5.1 Datasets and Baselines 412

We conduct an empirical evaluation of W-MS, 413

W-CLS and S-CLS for the summarization task. For 414

MS, we apply both extractive and abstractive meth- 415

ods to W-MS, with the extractive methods serv- 416

ing as baselines. For CLS, we apply the abstrac- 417

tive models to W-CLS and evaluate the models 418

with two test sets: WIKIPEDIA and SPEKTRUM. 419

For CLS baselines, we apply two existing pipeline 420

methods to create PCLS data from W-MS by us- 421

ing FairSeq10: (i) TRANS-SUM - Translate-then- 422

Summarize, and (ii) SUM-TRANS - Summarize- 423

then-Translate. 424

10Github.com/fairseq
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5.2 Methods425

The following extractive methods are selected: (i)426

SUM-BASIC, (ii) LUHN, (iii) KL-SUM, (iv) LSA, (v)427

LEX-RANK, (vi) TEXT-RANK, and (vii) BERT11,12.428

The following abstractive models are chosen:429

(i) Attention based sequence to sequence model430

(S2S) (Bahdanau et al., 2015), (ii) Pointer gener-431

ator network (PGN) (See et al., 2017), and (iii)432

Transformer based sequence to sequence model433

(TRF) (Vaswani et al., 2017). We select these mod-434

els because these models show good results in pre-435

vious studies (See et al., 2017; Ouyang et al., 2019;436

Duan et al., 2019). Moreover, we want to evaluate437

the performance of these models on our proposed438

dataset, therefore skipping the pre-trained embed-439

dings and models.440

The S2S and PGN models are applied with al-441

most the same hyper-parameters as in See et al.442

(2017). Word embeddings are configured with 128443

dimensions and hidden layers with 256 dimensions.444

dimensions and hidden layers with 256 dimensions.445

The vocabulary size is 100K and 50K at the en-446

coder and decoder sides, without the OOV words447

handling as used in the PGN model. In order to448

solve the OOV words, we choose BPE instead of the449

n-gram vocabulary. The Adam optimizer is used450

with a learning rate of 0.15 and a mini-batch of451

size 16. The models are trained for 40 epochs, and452

the validation loss is calculated to determine the453

best-trained model.454

Almost the same hyper-parameters are applied455

for TRF as in Vaswani et al. (2017). Word embed-456

dings have dimensions of 512 and hidden layers457

have dimensions of 786. The model consists of458

encoder and decoder stacks, each having 6 layers459

and 8 multi-attention heads at the decoder side. To460

make the results comparable among all models, the461

same vocabulary size of 100K and 50K at the en-462

coder and decoder sides are selected. The Adam463

optimizer is used at a learning rate of 0.0001 and464

with a residual dropout of 0.1. For all abstractive465

models, a beam search of size 4 is applied in the466

inference phase. For all abstractive models, the467

encoder and decoder length is fixed to 400 and468

100 words as in See et al. (2017). All abstrac-469

tive models are trained on a single Tesla P40 GPU470

with 24GB RAM. For training and inference, the471

S2S and TRF models take around 6 days, and the472

PGN model takes 3 days.473

11(i-vi)Pypi/Sumy
12(vii)Pypi/Bertext

5.3 Evaluation 474

For automatic evaluation, ROUGE metric is used 475

for F-score, Precision and Recall. ROUGE relies 476

on different metrics that include n-gram (R-N) and 477

Longest Common Sub-sequence - LCS (R-L) over- 478

lap (Lin, 2004). Unigram and bigram overlap 479

(R-1,2) provide a reasonable estimation of infor- 480

mativeness, while R-L estimates the summaries’ 481

fluency. 482

In order to further investigate the linguistic qual- 483

ity of system summaries, two native German speak- 484

ers with fluent English have evaluated the sum- 485

maries for two parameters (details are present in 486

Section 6.3). It is worth to be noted that previous 487

monolingual scientific summarization studies (Co- 488

han et al., 2018; Dangovski et al., 2019) have not 489

considered the human evaluations due to its de- 490

manding nature. For human evaluation of scien- 491

tific articles, human judges must read and compre- 492

hend long domain-specific articles with summaries 493

to evaluate the linguistic qualities of system sum- 494

maries. It is more challenging to conduct cross- 495

lingual evaluations as it requires bilingual com- 496

prehension for articles tailored to various science 497

topics. 498

6 Results and Discussion 499

6.1 Monolingual Results 500

Table 3 presents the MS results of different ex- 501

tractive and abstractive models with the W-MS. 502

For extractive methods, the BERT achieves the 503

highest results for R-1 and R-2, whereas the 504

SUM-BASIC performs well for R-L. Overall, all ex- 505

tractive techniques yield similar results. All abstrac- 506

tive models perform fairly well for R-1, R-2 and 507

R-L. Nevertheless, the abstractive models have 508

a slightly lower performance than the extractive 509

models. In general, all the summarization methods 510

perform worse for /rtx than R-1 and R-L. 511

We consider two factors when comparing mono- 512

lingual extractive and abstractive results: (i) the im- 513

pact of novel n-grams in the reference summaries, 514

and (ii) the length of output summaries. Regarding 515

the impact of novel n-grams, extractive methods are 516

not impacted by the presence/absence of novel n- 517

grams. For example, if we consider novel unigrams, 518

as mentioned in Table 2, ≈25% of the summary 519

unigrams are not present in the corresponding text, 520

but the remaining 75% unigrams can overlap. As 521

the extractive methods extract the sentences from 522

the actual text and maintain a good percentage of 523
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R-1 R-2 R-L
F P R F P R F P R

Extractive models
SUM-BASIC 28.67 22.82 38.68 07.15 05.53 10.12 25.24 20.06 34.02
TEXT-RANK 26.29 18.82 43.57 07.11 04.86 13.27 22.98 16.43 38.19
KL-SUM 24.96 17.73 42.13 06.40 04.42 11.58 21.64 15.35 36.65
LUHN 25.67 19.25 38.50 06.75 04.86 11.03 22.54 16.88 33.89
LEX-RANK 26.53 20.11 38.95 06.69 04.92 10.47 23.22 17.58 34.18
RANDOM 28.05 21.20 41.45 07.51 05.44 12.13 24.55 18.52 36.39
LSA 26.51 18.97 44.01 07.40 05.03 13.96 23.09 16.50 38.45
BERT 28.74 23.56 36.83 07.51 06.02 09.98 25.03 20.51 32.10

Abstractive models
PGN 22.25 47.88 14.49 05.34 11.90 03.44 20.58 44.52 13.38
S2S 20.94 54.98 12.93 04.75 11.67 02.98 19.31 51.40 11.89
TRF 25.53 40.95 18.55 06.29 07.03 05.69 22.76 36.83 16.47

Table 3: Monolingual results of ROUGE evaluation of W-MS with different extractive and abstractive methods.

overlapped words. However, as abstractive models524

do not rely on extraction, their results can be influ-525

enced by the presence/absence of novel n-grams.526

Based on observation, the extractive results show527

that Recall is higher than Precision, indicating that528

the system summaries are longer than the refer-529

ence summaries. From abstractive results, it can be530

observed that Precision is higher than Recall indi-531

cating that the system summaries tend to be shorter532

than reference summaries in contrast to extractive533

methods. Ideally, the system summaries should534

be similar to reference summaries. Nevertheless,535

since the models were evaluated on news datasets,536

they tend to produce short summaries.537

6.2 Cross-lingual Results538

Table 4 presents the CLS results with different ab-539

stractive models. We cannot compare our results540

with those of recent CLS studies since they used541

pseudo-cross-lingual data from the news domain.542

We overcome this problem by using two base-543

lines, TRANS-SUM and SUM-TRANS, which have544

been used in recent studies. Among the base-545

lines, the SUM-TRANS models perform better than546

the TRANS-SUM models. However, these baseline547

models do not perform well in comparison with548

real CLS data models (W-CLS). The CLS models549

show significantly (p < 0.05) improved results550

with W-CLS data as compared to SUM-TRANS and551

TRANS-SUM models (p < 1×10−6). The results sup-552

ported our hypothesis (as mentioned in Section 1)553

that MT introduced noise to pseudo-cross-lingual554

data (PCLS). Consequently, the data noise acts as a555

bias and affects the neural models. The CLS models556

learn the mappings between encoder and decoder 557

sides language distributions along with compres- 558

sion. Therefore, distortion in language distribu- 559

tions (e.g., wrong translated tokens, UNK tokens) 560

can affect mappings’ learning. Therefore, it is bet- 561

ter to train a CLS model with real cross-lingual data 562

rather than PCLS. Overall, the abstractive models 563

perform well for R-1, R-2 and R-L with the W-CLS. 564

We extend CLS experiments to S-CLS using the 565

same models trained for W-CLS. In these ex- 566

periments, we examine how on-the-ground cross- 567

lingual summarization models perform on a real- 568

world dataset. The CLS models under-perform on 569

S-CLS set (p < 1 × 10−4) with p-value (p < 0.05). 570

The slight drop in performance is probably due 571

to the fact that the decoder is a conditional model 572

that learns contextual representations from train- 573

ing data. Moreover, it seems that BPE vocabulary 574

caters to the unseen words of S-CLS set, as both 575

test sets (W-CLS and S-CLS) have not been used in 576

vocabulary construction. 577

The CLS results suggest that neural models can 578

learn cross-lingual mappings as well as compres- 579

sion. Using WIKIPEDIA dataset, the models learn 580

the structural mappings between English and Ger- 581

man languages and tend to maintain a logical struc- 582

ture of sentences in summaries. Comparatively, 583

all models perform poorly with R-2 compared to 584

R-1 and R-L. Due to the short summaries produced 585

by the models, Precision is higher than Recall, 586

which in turn affects the F-score. Earlier, we noted 587

that these models are designed for news datasets, 588

which do not require long summaries. We selected 589

these neural models because they have demon- 590
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R-1 R-2 R-L
F P R F P R F P R

TRANS-SUM

S2S 14.18 30.49 09.24 01.51 02.55 01.07 12.77 27.67 08.30
PGN 15.81 31.35 10.57 02.86 05.58 01.92 14.69 29.14 09.82
TRF 16.15 32.56 11.41 03.66 05.84 02.72 15.25 32.06 09.29

SUM-TRANS

S2S 15.04 32.85 09.75 01.48 02.56 01.04 13.64 28.03 08.82
PGN 18.24 28.62 13.38 04.14 10.98 02.55 16.04 30.45 11.11
TRF 19.31 26.77 14.18 04.23 11.67 02.84 17.37 31.74 12.18

W-CLS test set
S2S† 18.37 37.93 12.12 04.04 09.91 02.54 16.55 34.57 10.88
PGN† 20.72 30.34 15.73 03.79 05.93 02.79 18.68 27.48 14.15
TRF† 21.61 26.81 18.10 04.37 05.16 03.79 18.10 22.42 15.18

S-CLS test set
S2S†∗ 16.47 26.42 11.97 03.42 03.43 03.41 11.87 25.47 07.74
PGN†∗ 18.64 29.74 13.54 03.83 04.05 03.63 15.65 26.42 11.12
TRF†∗ 20.81 31.39 14.47 04.19 05.43 03.41 17.54 21.73 15.29

Table 4: Cross-lingual results of ROUGE evaluation with different abstractive methods. † denotes a significant
improvement in the results and ∗ denotes a significant difference in the results.

strated good performance in machine translation591

and summarization. However, their implementa-592

tion has not been tested for cross-lingual texts that593

are long compared to the use-cases previously men-594

tioned.595

Both tasks are different in nature, so there can596

be no direct comparison between the MS and CLS.597

In Appendix B, Figures 2 and 3 show the examples598

of monolingual and cross-lingual system-generated599

summaries and their reference summary. In abstrac-600

tive models, blue color represents the creation of601

new words by the models, red represents the incor-602

rect information, yellow depicts the extractive parts603

and bold shows the repetition of words/phrases.604

6.3 Human Evaluation605

Our human judges evaluate the linguistic quality606

of output summaries. They are native Germans607

speakers with fluent English skills. For evaluation608

of the models, we randomly select 20 output sum-609

maries, their reference summaries, and the input610

articles (10 from PGN_MS and 10 from PGN_CLS).611

The evaluation is performed for two parameters:612

(i) correctness and ii) fluency on a scale of 1−3613

as scale range used by Ouyang et al. (2019). Cor-614

rectness measure defines whether the original mes-615

sage is preserved coherently (relevance) in a non-616

redundant manner. Fluency measure determines617

the structural and grammatical properties of sum-618

maries. For MS, the average score for correctness619

is 2.10, and fluency is 2.65, with a moderate agree- 620

ment (Fleiss’s κ = 0.60 and 0.58) between judges. 621

For CLS, the average score for correctness is 1.65, 622

and fluency is 1.96, with a substantial agreement 623

(Fleiss’s κ = 0.70) for both scores between judges. 624

From these results, it can be observed that the flu- 625

ency of the models is good in maintaining an ap- 626

propriate structure of the output summaries, while 627

the correctness of the models is modest. The cross- 628

lingual models tend to produce irrelevant content 629

in some summaries. 630

7 Conclusions 631

Lack of cross-lingual experimental datasets im- 632

pedes the progress of CLS research. In this paper, 633

we present a new MS and CLS dataset extracted 634

from SPEKTRUM and WIKIPEDIA. Our empiri- 635

cal investigation demonstrates the viability and 636

amenability of the proposed dataset and also high- 637

lights the challenging nature of the dataset for re- 638

cent summarization models. Our results demon- 639

strate the significance of constructing real cross- 640

lingual datasets for CLS. Furthermore, the En- 641

glish and German summaries scored reasonably 642

well in terms of correctness and fluency based on 643

human evaluations. We anticipate that the pro- 644

posed dataset will encourage the study and research 645

of MS and CLS. In the future, we will scale the 646

CLS experiments using science domain pre-trained 647

models. 648
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A Datasets Comparison 843

Newswire Scientific
Dataset DM CNN NYT NR ARXIV PM W-MS W-CLS S-CLS
Avg. words/text 653 760 549 659 4900 3000 1559 1559 2337
Avg. words/sum 55 46 40 27 220 203 140 100 361
Compression ratio 12 16.5 13.8 24 22.5 15 20 18 30
Cross-lingual No No No No No No No Yes Yes

Table 5: Comparison of W-MS, W-CLS and S-CLS to existing summarization datasets.

B Example Summaries 844

Monolingual Article: united nations conference on sustainable development background in 1992 , the first conference
of its kind , the united nations conference on environment and development ( unced ) , commonly referred to as the rio
conference or earth summit , succeeded in raising public awareness of the need to integrate environment and development
. the conference drew 109 heads of state to rio de janeiro , brazil , to address what were dubbed urgent problems of
environmental protection and socio-economic development . [...]
Reference: the united nations conference on sustainable development ( uncsd ) , also known as rio 2012 , or earth
summit 2012 was the third international conference on sustainable development aimed at reconciling the economic and
environmental goals of the global community. hosted by brazil in rio de janeiro from 13 to 22 june 2012 , [...]
BERT: united nations conference on sustainable development background in 1992 , the first conference of its kind , the
united nations conference on environment and development ( unced ) , commonly referred to as the rio conference or
earth summit , succeeded in raising public awareness of the need to integrate environment and development . [...]
LEX-RANK: the world conference on human rights , for example , focused on the right of people to a healthy environment
and the right to development ; controversial demands that had met with resistance from some member states until the
earth summit . it also created new international institutions , among them the commission on sustainable development ,
tasked with the follow-up to the rio conference and led to the reform of the global environment facility . [...]
PGN: the united nations environment programme ( unep–1898 ) is an international non-governmental organization de-
voted to the united nations convention on climate change in the united states . it is the world ’s fourth-largest programme
in the united states and the united nations environment programme ( unep ) and the united nations environment
programme ( unep ) . the international commission on climate change is the world ’s fourth-largest programme .
TRF: the first conference of its kind , the united nations conference on environment and development ( unced ) was held
in 1992 . the conference drew heads of state to rio de janeiro , brazil to address what were dubbed urgent problems of
environmental protection and socio-economic development . the earth summit influenced subsequent un conferences and
set the global green agenda .

Figure 2: Example of monolingual system-generated summaries.

Cross-lingual Article: d’ arrest discovered ngc525 using his 11-inch refractor telescope at copenhagen . he located the
galaxy ’s position with a total of two observations . as he also noted the mag 11-12 star just 2’ northwest , his position
is fairly accurate . the galaxy was later catalogued by john louis emil dreyer in the new general catalogue , where it was
described as very faint , very small , 11th or 12th magnitude star 5 seconds of time to west . the galaxy appears very dim
in the sky as it only has an apparent visual magnitude of 13.3 and thus can only be observed with telescopes . [...]
Reference: ngc525 ist eine linsenförmige galaxie vom hubble - typ s0 im sternbild fische auf der ekliptik . sie ist
schätzungsweise 99 millionen lichtjahre von der milchstraS2Se entfernt und hat einen durchmesser von etwa 40 . 000
lichtjahren . im selben himmelsareal befinden sich u.a. die galaxien ngc516 , ngc524 , ic101, ic102 . das objekt wurde
am 25 . september 1862 von dem deutsch-dänischen astronomen heinrich ludwig d’ arrest entdeckt .
Translation: ngc525 is a lenticular galaxy of the hubble type s0 in the constellation pisces on the ecliptic . it is estimated
to be 99 million light years from the milky way and about 40 , 000 light years across. the galaxies ngc516 , ngc524 ,
ic101 , ic102 are located in the same area of the sky . the object was discovered on september 25 , 1862 by the german
danish astronomer heinrich ludwig d’ arrest .
TRANS-SUM-PGN: ngc142 ist eine unregelmäS2Sige galaxie im sternbild eridanus . sein d <unk> l wurde mit hilfe
der kugelsternhaufenluminosität auf 31 , 01 ± 0 , 21 geschätzt , was etwa 52 ms entspricht . er ist das hellste <unk>
<unk>.
Translation: ngc142 is an irregular galaxy in the constellation of eridanus . its d<unk>l was estimated with the help of
the globular cluster luminosity to 31 . 01 ± 0 . 21 , which corresponds to about 52 ms . it is the brightest <unk> <unk>
.
W-CLS-PGN: ngc499 ist eine elliptische galaxie mit aktivem galaxienkern vom hubble - typ e0 im sternbild fische
am nordsternhimmel . sie ist schätzungsweise 22 millionen lichtjahre von der milchstraS2Se entfernt und hat einen
durchmesser von etwa 70 . 000 lichtjahren .
Translation: ngc499 is an elliptical galaxy with an active galaxy core of the hubble type e0 in the constellation pisces
in the north star sky . it is an estimated 22 million light years from the milky way and has a diameter of around 70 , 000
light years .
W-CLS-TRF: d’ arrest entdeckte ngc990 mit seinem 11 - zoll - refraktorteleskop . die galaxie wurde von john ratter im
neuen katalog katalogisiert , wo sie als sehr kleiner stern beschrieben wurde .
Translation: d’ arrest discovered ngc990 with its 11 - inch refractor telescope . the galaxy was cataloged by john ratter
in the new catalog , where it was described as a very small star .

Figure 3: Example of cross-lingual system-generated summaries.
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